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PART 1

WOMEN IN POLITICS
GUT DRIVEN!

Fast forward to 2022, we have
a remake of 1994’s Nollywood
blockbuster Glamour Girls ; a
different story with the same
theme to suit today’s viewers.
This week AZUKA OGUJIUBA
has an exclusive sitdown with the
female cast, and they let us in on
their experiences whilst creating
this masterpiece.

Society

ABIOLA AYENI BURIES MUM IN STYLE

Recently, the CEO of Divine Endowments, Abiola Ayeni, was joined by family and
friends to celebrate her mother’s life, late Chief Mrs Fadeke Amoke Oduyemi,
whilst giving her a befitting burial ceremony.

Beginning again...
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nd just like that, it’s July, and we are halfway
through the year already. I feel like it has
been quite an eventful year already. Everything seems to be happening all at once,
and it almost seems like we can’t keep up.
Every day we wake up to a different kinds of
drama on social media, from real-life issues surrounding
the sometimes wild Nigerian politics, to the state of the
economy, security issues, social ills and, of course, the
intractable lives of the rich and famous.
It is sometimes so interesting that you risk getting
sucked into a rabbit hole and losing track of time. As we
continue to navigate the tides that come with the year, it
is important to take a step back and ask ourselves how
we’re doing and how things are going with our lives,
careers, and businesses. For some of us, so much has
shifted in the past six months: some expected and others
not. I got a huge promotion; some others got married,
had babies, changed careers, got divorced, lost loved
ones and even relocated. For things to improve as we
move into the second half of the year, we need to review,
reset, and reprioritise.
There are people who may be overwhelmed just dealing with everything. It may feel hard to create time and
space for reflection, but is what makes it even more critical, to identify where to focus and what to de-prioritise.
The process doesn’t need to take hours and hours.
What’s most important is that to create some dedicated
space to reflect. Perhaps try setting aside 30-60 minutes
for this in the next week or two. It might help in navigating the remaining six months of the year.
There are questions I ask myself at times like these How have my priorities shifted since the beginning of this
year? What implications does that have for my life and career? While these past few years have shown us how much
is ultimately out of our control, let’s remember that we can
control how we spend our time, energy, and talents. Things
in our lives may look a lot different than pre-pandemic
days, but they present an opportunity for us to begin again
and clarity about what’s really important. So let’s get into
the second half of the year with clarity and purpose.
Our resident Gen Z Ayo Lawal recently turned 24, and
in his bi-weekly column A -Gen Z, shares with us some
life nuggets he has picked along the way. I know 24 is
relatively a short time for some of us, but you’d be surprised how relatable this article is. Read through our list
of ten things this week to keep you abreast of all that’s
happening. Also, learn more about Charles Okpaleke Nollywood’s acclaimed king of remakes.
I hope you find the issue as
entertaining, informative, inspiring
and as fun as we have found putting it together. Best wishes for the
week ahead, and don’t forget to
keep up with us during the week at
www.thisdaystyle.ng

Konye

@thisdaystyleon | www.thisdaystyle.ng
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Ten Things This Week

DESIGN

THISDAY’S VANESSA OBIOHA ROAD TO SUCCESS SEMINAR: NEW
SELECTED FOR MTN MEDIA
FORUM FOR AFRICANS IN DUBAI OFF
INNOVATION PROGRAMME
TO GREAT START

V

anessa
Obioha, an
Entertainment
reporter with THISDAY Newspapers,
is among the 20
journalists selected
for the maiden MTN
Media Innovation
Programme. The
digital company’s
initiative aims to
equip the journalists
with innovative skills
that will keep them
abreast of the digital
changes in the media
landscape. In partnership with the School of Media and Communication, Pan-Atlantic University, the programme is slated
for six weeks spread across six months. Fully funded
by MTN Nigeria, the 20 MIP fellows will engage in intensive sessions on courses covering modern income
streams for journalists, creativity and innovation,
entrepreneurship and management principles, 5G, IoT
and blockchain technology, business and media ethics, strategic planning skills, among others.

O

O

ver 100 Africans in Dubai at the recently concluded Road
To Success Seminar organised by Nigerian TV personality Mayowa Adegoke say they feel even more inspired
and confident of winning as residents in the tourist city. The event
brought together 17 speakers and panelists who are shining examples of successful entrepreneurs and career professionals to
share their strategies for success and lessons learned in their years
of residing in Dubai. Topics discussed included mind reset, career
coaching, and how to level up in career and business ideas that
work for the Dubai market. Event organiser Mayowa Adegoke,
fondly called TheLadyMayowa, says the next edition will be held in
September to address growing needs in the community and provide inspirational examples worth emulating.

JUSTICE IBRAHIM TANKO MUHAMMAD
RESIGNS AS JUSTICE OLUKAYODE ARIWOOLA
IS SWORN IN AS THE SUBSTANTIVE CHIEF
JUSTICE OF NIGERIA (CJN)
ustice Ibrahim Tanko Muhammad
has voluntarily resigned from office,
citing health grounds. The resignation of Justice Ibrahim Tanko Muhammad
paved the way for the next most senior
jurist in the apex Court, Justice Olukayode Ariwoola, to be sworn in as the acting
CJN.
Justice Ariwoola was born on August
22, 1958, in Oyo State. He has taken his
place in an acting capacity, pending when
his name will be forwarded to the Senate
for confirmation as substantive CJN.
President Muhammadu Buhari administered the oath of office on Ariwoola at
the Council Chambers of the Presidential
Villa, Abuja.

8

TEMS WINS BEST INTERNATIONAL ACT
AT BET AWARDS 2022

N

igerian singer, Temilade Openiyi, popularly called Tems, has won the
Best International Act at the BET Awards 2022. The 2022 award ceremony was held at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. Receiving
the award, Terms urged women and girls to continue on their chosen path,
adding that the hard work will soon pay off.
She said: “Thank you so much for this, thank you so much. It’s an honour… I mean, this is my first award show that I’m winning something, and I
just want to use this as an opportunity to speak to every single young, old,
whatever, every single woman watching this, every single girl watching this
at home. Where I’m from, things like this don’t happen.

ver 100 Africans in Dubai at the recently concluded Road To Success
Seminar organised by Nigerian TV personality Mayowa Adegoke say
they feel even more inspired and confident of winning as residents in
the tourist city. The event brought together 17 speakers and panelists who
are shining examples of successful entrepreneurs and career professionals
to share their strategies for success and lessons learned in their years of
residing in Dubai. Topics discussed included mind reset, career coaching,
and how to level up in career and business ideas that work for the Dubai
market. Event organiser Mayowa Adegoke, fondly called TheLadyMayowa,
says the next edition will be held in September to address growing needs in
the community and provide inspirational examples worth emulating.

THE FASHION SOUK SUMMER SALE
HOLDS THIS WEEKEND IN LAGOS

J

JUDE IGHALO WINS FIRST
LEAGUE TITLE
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VICTORIA AND
ALBERT MUSEUM
DISPLAYS ITS FIRST
AFRICAN FASHION
EXHIBITION.

T

he Victoria and Albert Museum
opened its first African fashion exhibition this week. Featuring works
from African Designers and creatives
like Lisa Folawiyo, Orange Culture and
photographer Stephen Tayo, the exhibition aims to look across the continent’s
fashion, exhibiting designs, photographs
and films from 25 of the 54 countries.
Christine Checinska, the curator of African and African diaspora fashion at the
V&A, said the exhibition was overdue. “It
is a moment of transition that marks the
commitment we have to celebrate African
creativity across the board,” she said.
The exhibition has been more than two
years in the making. The curator team
consulted external experts, a group of
young people from the African diaspora
and an intergenerational community panel. The designers were also involved in
choosing how their work was displayed.

uper Eagles striker Odion Jude Ighalo has won
the Saudi Arabia pro league with his club side
Al Hilal making it his first-ever career league
title. The veteran striker also finished the season as
the highest goal scorer racking up 24 goals in 31
matches. Odion Ighalo, 33, expressed his delight on
winning the Saudi Pro League title on his Facebook
page. He said: “I waited 17 years before winning my
first league title; it doesn’t matter how long it takes. If
you keep working hard and never give up, you will get
it right one day. God is the greatest.

JJC SKILLZ ANNOUNCES
SEPARATION FROM FUNKE
AKINDELE AFTER SIX YEARS
OF MARRIAGE

EFCC TO LANDLORDS:
RENT HOUSE TO
‘YAHOO BOYS, AND
RISK 15-YEAR JAIL
TERM

N

igeria’s anti-corruption agency, the
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), has said that any
landlord or landlady letting his or her house to internet fraudsters popularly
known as Yahoo boys will face prosecution. According to the agency, such
house owners will be liable to 15 years imprisonment if found guilty. Announcing this via its Twitter handle, the Commission said further details would be
given on the new policy. The Commission made this known ahead of its next
edition of its public conversation series tagged “#EFCCConnect,”.

R KELLY SENTENCED TO 30 YEARS IN
PRISON FOR SEX ABUSE

A

bdulrasheed Bello, popularly known as JJC
Skillz, has announced separation from his wife,
Funke Akindele.
JJC announced this via his official Instagram
handle, stating that his marriage with Akindele has
had issues for the last two years.
He wrote, “Dear Friends and family, I need to let
you know that Funke and I have separated. While it
lasted, we shared a lot of things together and have
created two beautiful children. “The last two years
have been extremely difficult for us. I know I have
tried my best to fix things, but I believe it is beyond
repair now. Months ago and at Funke’s insistence, I
moved out of the house and apart from AMVCA have
not been able to get Funke to sit down in an amicable
manner to discuss the future of our relationship.”

R

&B singer, R Kelly, has
been sentenced to
30 years after being
found guilty of sex trafficking
and racketeering involving
women, girls and boys. The
jail sentence was handed
down to Kelly in the trial that
lasted for several years. Last
September, a jury in New
York City found Kelly guilty of
sex trafficking and racketeering on all nine counts against
him.
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SO WHO
EXACTLY
IS THIS
CHARLES
OF PLAY?

By Usiade Isioma

Again Fashions Finest Africa runway is back with its conceptualised Epic show
which aims to give voices to rising fashion talent across Africa. This year’s event,
which had a theme tagged ‘Culture to Couture’, highlighted and celebrated
the growth of African fashion from being a cultural identity to a global
phenomenon everyone wants to identify with. The show was successful, and
the runway was filled with fresh and exciting ideas. These are some emerging
trends we would like to infuse into our wardrobes.
Co -ords
These fashionable
two-piece outfits
should be in every
woman’s closet.
They are appropriate for various settings, including the
office, weddings,
and social outings. They are also
weather-friendly
and comfortable to
wear all day.

&

STYLE

DESIGN

TRENDS TO TRY FROM
& THE FASHION FINEST
AFRICA 2022 RUNWAY

S yle

By Yomi Owope

MODEL FOR LORDIVA

MODEL FOR VICCI MAHI

MODEL FOR LORDIVA

Colourful Strips
Incorporating colour into your striped
ensemble is the easiest way to give
your basic monochrome stripes some
edge. Stripes look great on everyone,
never go out of style, and go with
everything.

10

Adire fabrics
have come to
stay
Adire fabrics
continue to
defy conventional fashion
rules in creative ways,
and lately, we
have seen
the traditional
tie and dye
fabric transform basic
fashion styles
into opulent
pieces. MODEL FOR HOUSE OF DOF

Metallics are
making a
comeback
Metallic made
an impression
on the FFA
runway. From
the look of
things, we will
see more of
this, not only
in party-ready
outfits but in
our everyday
outfits too. MODEL FOR BBA+ GUGASPEAR

Mix & match
Spice up your look by combining Ankara fabric
with other fabrics. Contrast prints for a more
striking look. You could opt for patchwork to
achieve a causal girly look.
Statement Sleeves
Let your sleeve do the talking. Oversized, powerpacked sleeves never get old. These sleeves
elevate your style and make a trendy statement.

MODEL FOR BBA+ GUGASPEAR

H

A business mogul who likes to make
cameo appearances in his movies,
people who know him well say
he is reserved and has the type of
quiet confidence one needs where it
matters most – in business.

is name has become associated
with the luxury and flash of the
modern Nigerian entertainment
industry. Like a latter-day Great
Gatsby, he has played host to
some of the most iconic entertainers worldwide.
A filmmaker, show promoter, fashion buff, perfumer, hotelier, and more, you are sure to find
Charles Opaleke, aka Charles of Play, at any
one of his several outfits, on any given evening,
dressed to kill, with a cigar between his fingers.
As far as celebrity goes, Charles might not
be your average hotshot. A business mogul
who likes to make cameo appearances in his
movies, people who know him well say he is
reserved and has the type of quiet confidence
one needs where it matters most – in business.
Okay, but how did Charles make this unexpected incursion into Nollywood? He only made
his debut film, “Living in Bondage: Breaking
Free”, three years ago but ended up snagging seven awards at the AMVCA’s in 2020,
including the Best Movie (West Africa) and Best
Overall Movie categories. This year, he returned
to the AMVCAs with an outstanding 11 nominations and five wins for “Rattlesnake,” including
the coveted Best Director, Best Actor and Best
Actress awards. On the back of this, Charles’
Play Network has acquired rights to several
other Nollywood classics and is set on this
upward trajectory, fueling Nigerians’ old Nollywood nostalgia and a longing for simpler times.
But why remakes? If the massive successes
of “A Star is Born,” “True Grit,” “Bladerunner
2049,” “Django,” and others are anything to
go by, then Mr Okpaleke has found a winning
formula. Or has he? It seems that he has been
unable to score the near-universal acclaim for

Play Network’s films with “Nneka the Pretty
Serpent” and, more recently, “Glamour Girls,”.
While praised for their acting, costumes and
other elements, both movies have received
mostly mixed reviews from the brutally unforgiving Nigerian fans, who increasingly demand
better from Nollywood producers.
You’re only as good as your last film, and no
matter how many awards you have under your
belt, the fans will always expect you to outshine
yourself. “Chief Daddy 2” was widely panned,
but no one remembers that the same producer
gave us “The Wedding Party,” still arguably the
highest-grossing Nollywood film of all time*, six
years in.
But mixed reviews are not necessarily bad,
depending on how you look at them. Today’s
filmmaker has to let the fans on Twitter love
and hate their film equally – let them fight it out.
They should perhaps remember not to take
positive reviews as eternal validation or negative reviews too seriously. If any negative online
reviews have affected Charles Okpaleke, he is
not showing it. After all, Glamour Girls debuted
at number one on Netflix in more than ten countries, and he is content to play up the positives.
Also, he has expressed surprise at comments
from notable individuals who may not understand his mission, noting privately to a close
associate that his films are not necessarily remakes in the strict sense of the word. According to him, they are the reinvention of the genre,
using the same name. There is, therefore, no
basis for comparison if that’s the case. Maybe
we should appreciate him for being Nigeria’s
Vin Diesel instead of complaining that he is not
Tarantino enough.
Most people may not realise the time, toil

and torment that goes into making a movie,
especially when you’re working tight deadlines
and gone three times over budget. No part of
the process is easy; 4K footage and video-ondemand have made us quickly forget how we
were managing until fairly recently. But as with
most things, you don’t want to go back once
you taste something better. When it comes
to Nollywood, the Nigerian fan is now more
decerning and demands to be impressed. The
Nigerian producer can only try to create something, put it out, and hope for the best.
Mr Okpaleke and the new generation of
under-forty filmmakers are leading a gradual
transformation of Nollywood, one project at a
time. And even though they stood on the foundation of the older generation, their process has
not been a walk in the park. An insider at FilmOne, one of Africa’s biggest film distributors,
speaking recently at a roundtable on talent, said
that the industry’s major issue is no longer the
lack of funding but “a massive deficit in human
resources.” According to her, there are great
writers, actors, cinematographers and editors,
but there are not enough to meet the insatiable hunger for more content. In other words,
projects abound, but there are too few people
executing them. Any observer can therefore
see that boundless opportunities are waiting
for new players ready to make their mark, and
millions of dollars too, for those who know-how.
For now, some of us are happy to wait for the
next item on the menu from Charles of Play. Will
it be the usual blueprint of private jets and fast
cars? A new franchise or something unexpected? Whatever it is and whatever the feedback,
one thing is clear: everyone’s watching.
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A certified Nollywood classic, Glamour Girls, was that 1994 blockbuster which hit the Nigeria movie scene with a bang and has stayed with us to date. Fast forward to 2022, we have a remake from
Play Network Studios. a different story with the same theme to suit today’s viewers.
With strong themes of morality and societal pressure, the movie tells the story of five girls who
desperately try to etch a living by all means possible. Despite the criticisms it has received so far,
this movie has broken records and somehow found its way to Netflix Global Top 10 list. This week
AZUKA OGUJIUBA has an exclusive sitdown with the female cast, and they let us in on their experiences whilst creating this masterpiece.
Nse Ikpe-Etim
Why did you agree to be a cast on Glamour
Girls?
Play Network. Doing remakes is bold. I love bold
and unapologetic. And, of course, it was a chance
to honour the OG’s. (Original Glamour Girls).
Thirdly, female-dominated. The woman’s voice is to
be heard.
What was most challenging about bringing this
script to life?
Every project has challenges because every
new role comes with a new character one has to
embody, and that is where challenges lie for me
as an actress. Playing “Donna” was exceptionally
challenging because “Glamour Girls” is a title that
comes with nostalgia and big shoes to fill. Anyhoo,
this is Glamour Girls in these times, and it is very
humbling that I got to play “Mama Bear” Donna...
What’s going to surprise people about this
movie?
Everything. You know, every single actor who had

a role here came with so much enthusiasm. The
passion in our hearts as we entered a world of deception, high rollers and death—the men in Glamour girls and how they navigate through Donna and
the girls.
What do you love most about the character you
played?
Everything. Donna was exceptionally calm. I fall
in love with every character I’ve played; Donna is
no exception. As a rule, I never hate my characters.
I love the good, the bad and the ugly, so it leaves
no room for doubt when my instincts kick in.

Glamour GIRL is a remake of the 1994 movie,
which starred veterans, like Liz Benson, Zack Orji,
and Pat Attah, amongst others. Which version of
the movie would you say is better in your rating?
Hmmm !!!! That’s a tough question. I think the
legends will be proud of the remake; they would
love some key moments and wish it was their time
and how they’ll have handled such situations. Not
to worry, we had moments from the past too.
Do you think Glamour Girls perfectly portrays
some of our current societal issues?
I will say there are very relatable moments in the
film, and everyone can find themselves in all the
characters at some points on their journey.
How did you go about bringing your character
to life?
‘I like that this was different from any character
I have ever played. I had to be extremely vulner-

What message in the movie Glamour Girls
resonates with the happenings in the society,
and what does it set out to address?
Glamour girls addresses the fast life and the consequences that come with it. It addresses the fact
that all that glitters isn’t gold and how hard work
pays… a lot of people want things fast without
working hard.

Joselyn Dumas

What message behind Glamour Girls would address pressing issues in society?
The pressures of life, being a woman in general
and the expectations to win no matter what, the facade and the need to belong. It may sound cliché,
but “ All that glitters is not gold”, and I think many
people need to embrace themselves, project their
most authentic selves, and be ready to be held accountable for their actions.
What do you love about the character you

Toke Makinwa

How does it feel to have been part of this project?
I feel so honoured and extremely blessed to have
been a part of such an epic movie. As we all know,
Glamour girls is one of the movies that shaped Nollywood in the 90s. You can’t think of old Nollywood
movies without mentioning Glamour girls because
it was sensational. The remake in these present
times will be even more sensational, and I get to
play one of the lead characters too. I can’t wait for
the world to watch this amazing project.

16

played?
*Jemma’s heart. As I say, she’s the truth and
the spice. She’s good to a fault; when she loves,
she loves to bits. You see her strip off all sorts of
emotions. We see her vulnerable moments, highs,
lows and everything in between and through it all,
staying strong amid her adversaries.*

What do you love about your character?
Emmanuella is very passionate. She’s a strong
girl and family-oriented. And doesn’t give up, she
would do anything for her family, and she’s incredibly loyal.
You have, over time, become one of Nollywood’s faces. What’s that like?
I’m grateful to God that it took hard work and
dedication to get here. It’s not easy when every-

What was the most challenging part of working
on this movie?
It took about three months to shoot the movie, so
getting in and staying in character, especially when
I’m not filming every day.
How did you go about bringing your character
to life?
*Normally, when I’m offered a character, I get a
backstory to understand her better. Why does she
act the way she does? What fuels her thoughts and
decisions. That break-down helps me generate
who she is and then finally immerse myself in her
space and embody her to my fullest potential. *
Who is your favourite character in Glamour
Girls, and why?
That would be Hel. It’s her crazy, bubbly yet
fierce personality for me.

What do you love about your character Louisa?
Louise, aka Louisa aka “Lou Lou”, is a highly
complex character. She has different layers to her
personality; I would say she genuinely has a good
heart, and her love for a “perfect” family cannot be
ignored. Louise wants it all. The question is, can
she really have it all?
What do you hate about her?
Errrrm, I guess her Greed. I mean, she had built an
admirable life for herself, but the thing about running
in these streets, does Louise ever get satisfied?

What was it like working with other actors on
set? Any stand-out memories?
I was incredibly blessed to work with a very
committed cast and crew. We fed off each other,
everyone had one goal, to make an epic movie,
and once that was decided, it was easy to flow
with each other. And the director, Bunmi, is such
a blessing. I had so many memories, but I’ll say
shooting with Donna and hell having one of her
episodes, the number of takes to get the perfect
picture, the laughs - Donna (Nse) laughed till she
cried. Segi, who plays Hellion, is such a gifted
thespian too.

What was the process of bringing your character to life?
It was a very long one I believe people have seen
in the movie. I had to beef up my broken English
a whole lot. I had to learn how to dance for over
a month for one scene. I had to study the lives of
certain people to get into character. Especially the
mannerisms.

What part of the movie resonates with the dayto-day happenings in our society?
The lifestyle? To be honest, Glamour Girls didn’t
leave much uncovered.

As a Ghanaian television host and actress, what
has your transition to Nollywood been like?
Some people don’t know if I am Ghanaian or Nigerian. They know me as a nollywood actress from
West Africa, and to be noticed for what we do here
in West Africa, is incredible. I don’t think it matters.
It’s a win for us all, Ghana or Nigeria. But with that
being said, I’m available to do projects across the
continent.

able and totally get lost in who Louise is, how
she thinks, how she handles being a mum with a
demanding business and a dutiful wife yet has a
wild side that nobody knows about, even the other
ladies.

Sharon Ooja

What was it like working on this set?
It was an unforgettable experience filled with
laughter, moments of reflection and travel.

When you received the script for this movie,
what caught your attention?
The story was so well written. The fact that I grew
up watching and loving the film and getting to read
the script and having a role to play in it.
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Segiola Ogidan

When you received the script for this sequel,
what caught your attention?
Helion (the character I ended up playing) struck
me immediately. She is intriguing, outlandish,
but sorrowful all at the same time. We’ve seen a
lot of rags to riches stories in Nigeria, albeit not
in the “escort service” sector, but we have seen
it. However, you don’t see characters like Helion
every day. She comes from a very wealthy family
but is neglected, and her troubles are discarded
as insignificant. So instead of dealing with these
issues (particularly drug abuse and depression), her
parents throw money at the problem.
What was it like working with other actors in
this movie?
It was fun for the most part and challenging at
times because of the nature of the script and character dynamics. Sometimes to pull off two characters hating each other convincingly, you have to
use some tricks from your acting book and stay
with it until you do the scene. So pick a random
fight or make a snide remark, and once the scene
is over, you hug it out.
What message in the movie resonates with the
happenings of today?
There are so many; these include but are not

one thinks you get what you get because of your
looks. It makes you work ten times harder than the
average actor. Above all, I can’t deny the force that
pushes me: God.
When you received the script for this movie,
what caught your attention?
I screamed!!!!!! Growing up, I watched the old
glamour girls, and I loved it. Fast forward to years
later, I’m an actor in its remake and one of the leads
too. I still can’t get over the Emma character. Once
I read it, I knew What I’d do to bring her to life.
Something else that caught me was the number of
tables we shook in the movie.
What challenges did you face doing that?
Ah, learning how to dance, I bruised my legs so
bad. I also had to call my friend Bovi to help beef
up my broken English; I watched certain documentaries to get the prostitution mannerisms. In a
nutshell, I put in the work.
How do you relax during your free time?
Everyone knows I love God, so to relax, I love
studying his word and listening to music. Above all,
I also love to travel. It’s the way to my heart, travelling and eating

limited to:
* No matter what, with every action, there is a reaction.
* All that glitters isn’t gold, and money cannot buy
happiness; however, it can buy you a ton of
drugs, leading to a lot of madness.
* The issue of poverty and how it forces people into
such desperation that they feel the only solution
is to sell their bodies.
* Last but not least, don’t think you can play in a
sea full of sharks if you’re not prepared to be bitten or taken out.
What do you love most about your character?
I love her carefree attitude and outlook on life.
She’s feisty and is almost always completely in her
world. She exudes confidence and doesn’t need
anyone to validate her because she’s just having
fun. After all, she doesn’t need the money like the
rest of the Glamour Girls. She doesn’t care.
What do you hate most about her?
I don’t hate her per se. She’s beautifully flawed,
which is not necessarily her fault but due to her
upbringing and the lack of love and attention shown
to her by her parents and siblings. That said, I dislike
some of her character flaws, particularly her lack
of control over her life because she’s constantly
drugged up.
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DRINKS WITH A VIEW
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By Charles Didee Eta
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FIVE ROOFTOP
BARS IN LAGOS
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STYLE

From lively vibes to the outdoorsy ambience, Lagos is not short of hangout spots that come with a view. So, want to hang out and chill with your
friends from a height? Here are a few of our favourite rooftop bar options to
consider.

The Office
Rooftop Bar

This is the kind of
bar you can frequently
stop by after work
or go to literally just
to enjoy the sunset
in Lagos. It is on the
2nd floor, inside Four
Points by Sheraton
Hotel. They serve a
mean barbeque which
is nicely portioned, and
the drink options are
supposedly endless.
You’re sure to have a
classy experience and
at the same time enjoy
meeting wonderful
people who are lodged
in the hotel.

Sugar52 Rooftop Bar

This bar comes with a pool and is within the Lagos continental hotel grounds, on the 5th floor.
Provided you’re looking for international standards and top-notch food and drinks, then this has
to be exactly what you want. Known to have one of the tallest hospitality building in Nigeria, you
can be certain the view is epic. Plus, being right beside the lagoon, you’re sure to have an airy
experience, and it could be perfect for pictures with friends, family or your partner.
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The Atmosphere Rooftop Bar
Known for serving the most
delicious contemporary and
African delicacies, with a diverse
drink menu mixed with cocktails
and various other drinks, the
atmosphere rooftop bar is located
in Lekki. This is such a nice bar;
there are many plants everywhere,
and the decor is quite interesting.
There is such a fantastic amount
of space in this bar, that it can also
be used as an event space from
time to time.

Rue 80

This particular bar has a calming aura to it,
and that’s certainly one of it’s many perks.
Located on the rooftop of Maison Fahrenheit
Hotel, Lagos, It’s highly admired for its breathtaking view of the Atlantic ocean and serves a

good selection of drinks. They also have a blend
of traditional and relative cocktails on their menu
which features a new approach to mixology that
depicts a certain level of individual style... so cool!

The View Rooftop Bar

This bar can help you get away, if that’s what you’re desiring—located at Twinwaters Lagos, along
Okunde bluewaters scheme, lekki. The really cool space is quite an upscale lounge. It is on the 5th
floor and allows you to escape into a world of pure relaxation and calmness. Alongside the most
beautiful view of the Atlantic Ocean, you can also find a telescope that would be instrumental for
moon and star gazing! They have been applauded for their mouthwatering nibbles, delicious meals,
and tasty cocktails. Surely, you’re expected to feel right at home over here!
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A-Gen
with

Ayo Lawal

I just turned 24, but this feels like my Jordan year

I

’m newly 24, still single to a stupor, no kids
– which is a fantastic thing – and I don’t
exactly have lots of dollars in the bank.
Growing up, I always thought by 24, I’d be
wealthy enough to settle down and start
raising a family. Clearly, things didn’t pan out the
exact way I wanted them – and I am completely
okay with that. Like many others, I have long
felt the pressure of achieving a certain calibre of
life by a certain age. Now that I am 24 and don’t
have the life I thought I “should,” I realise that
these self-imposed pressures are pointless.
I’ve lived a beautiful life with beautiful memories that I’ve had the pleasure of experiencing
– with equally beautiful people. Even though I
haven’t attained certain milestones within the
timeframe I envisioned, I’m still filled with so
much gratitude because of all the life lessons
I’ve picked up along the way. Looking back
at the 18-year-old-me, I’d like to think he’d be
extremely proud of the life I’ve created for myself
– even without the hot wife or a brimful pocket
he’d wished for.
23 was one of those years whose volume extended beyond what 365 days is due. It taught
me, humbled me, aged me – My Jordan Year.
Since being in a perpetual state of reflection this
past month because of my birthday, I’ve been
ruminating on how wildly unpredictable life can
be. Instead of dwelling on what I think is lacking
in my life, I’ve chosen to focus on all the knowledge acquired and share some of it. Twentyfour years is by no means a long time, and I am
undoubtedly due for many more lessons.
It’s Okay To Feel Lost
I’ve started to embrace the feeling of being
lost. Along this 24-year journey, I’ve realised it’s
the first step to profound new beginnings. You’re
feeling lost because you are evolving beyond
what’s felt familiar in the past. The crazy part is
you can no longer use the past as a reference
point. Why? Because it doesn’t fit in the plans of
where you’re heading. You by no means and at
no point need to have it all figured out – No one
does. Absolutely NO ONE!
Invest In Your Relationships
The people you surround yourself with have
a significant influence on your life. So, make it
a priority to invest in your relationships. It’s not
about quantity here. Just a handful of awesome
people can change your life forever. You’ve
probably heard this a thousand times; “Your
Network is your net worth”, or “Show me your
friend, and I’d tell you who you are.” All these
are facts. They’re not just words our forefathers
used to say. Everything – EVERY SINGLE THING
– I have achieved today is because of the people
that have been in my life.
Learn, Learn and Learn
This is the time to be an information sponge.
The more skills you learn, the more options you
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have later in life. Not only does this set you up
for success later in life, but learning many different skills also helps to discover what you’re
most passionate about – especially on a professional level. Another famous quote I’m sure you
know; “a jack of all trades is a master of none”...
But often, we stop here and ignore the concluding part of this statement; “... but oftentimes
better than a master of one.”
Don’t Take Yourself Too Seriously.
Loosen up! When we take ourselves too seriously, we stop having fun – and life is way too
short for that. Remember when you were a child
and could find beauty and enjoyment in nearly
anything? Tapping back into our child-like state
opens up amusement, exploration, and change
possibilities. Laugh a lot. Have some crazy fun
with your friends; goof around – It’s the juice
of life. It’s 100% okay to take life seriously; just
don’t do it with yourself!
Not All Advice Is Good Advice
First things first, you have to be open to criticism – sometimes, that’s how we get better.
However, being open to criticism is different
from accepting and implementing all that’s said
to you. Everyone like’s to give advice, and everyone likes to seem knowledgeable, usually about
topics they have little to
no experience about.
Every time I receive or
seek advice, I always
look at the person’s
past actions, results and
most importantly, if their
advice is based on fact
or simply an opinion.
Sometimes people tell
me that I should listen
to them because there
are older than me. Older
doesn’t mean wiser.
Experience and action
make you wise – not
how many times the
Earth went around the
Sun.
Work Place Mistakes
Don’t Make You A Bad
Person/Employee.
I probably still need
to take my advice
here. No matter your
field of work, you will
make mistakes. Painful, messy, frustrating
mistakes – Trust me, I’m
annoyed by them too.
It’s inevitable, but we
can sure handle it with
grace. Keep your intentions pure, learn from

where and how you messed up, and own up to
it. Trying to cover it up only makes it worse. No
one expects you to be perfect, so stop expecting yourself to be. Life goes on.
You Cannot Receive What You Do Not Give.
Whatever energy you give to the world, be
sure that’s what you get back. This particular
lesson took me quite some time to learn – I’m
still learning, if I’m being completely honest.
Switching from a mindset of scarcity to one of
abundance has allowed me to stop dwelling
on what I thought the people were withholding
from me. Whether that be love, attention, time,
or resources. I recently started to give that out
without regard for what I was getting in return.
Ultimately, those gifts came right back to me.
Think and do positive things. The universe always rewards such.
Learn To Focus
Distractions are all around us – whether it’s our
smartphone, social media, or instant messaging – there’s always some notification battling
for our attention. And it’s becoming worse with
each year. People work or study for hours daily,
only to waste most of that time on distractions. It
truly makes zero sense.
When you learn to focus, you get things done

Listen More, Talk Less
If you ask anyone who knows me personally,
I love to talk. I enjoy talking – I might have even
made a couple hundred’s from talking. However,
knowing when to keep shut and listen is a skill
I’m thankful I developed – or still developing.
Learning to talk less and listen more gives you
space to develop your ideas and thoughts. In
conversation, You have more time to formulate
these thoughts into articulate sentences, and
you’re less likely to say something that leaves
you embarrassed or feeling stupid. It’s almost
impossible to talk and truly listen at the same
time. That leaves a herd of information flying
over your head that could be useful. If you also
don’t have anything noteworthy to say or add to
an ongoing discussion, it’s always better to not
say anything and absorb what you can.
You Can Say No!
Believe it or not, the ability to set healthy
boundaries and say no to anything that doesn’t
serve us directly connects to how we view and
value ourselves. When we say yes to things we
don’t honestly want to do in our hearts, we only
betray ourselves. If you are anything like me and
get hell-bent on trying to please everyone: start
saying no today.

or another. The power to create the lives that we
want lies within our hands. There are, of course,
some events that are out of our control, but how
we choose to react to these events is up to us.
You always have a choice.
Don’t Waste Time Worrying About The Things
You Can’t Control
Releasing control – especially for a control
freak like me – can be very challenging. But,
think about it this way: What do you gain from
hammering on a situation you can’t do anything
about? This is a lesson I may have to get tattooed across my forehead backwards so I can
refer to it every time I look in the mirror.
It’s Okay To Fail
Our education and family system punishes
failure. We grew up thinking we should avoid it at
all costs – Failure is considered a negative thing.
However, in my short 24 years, I’ve realised
that it’s completely okay to fail or make mistakes. They provide unique lessons, insights,
and experiences you wouldn’t have gained
otherwise.
I failed many times in my early years as an entrepreneur (and I still do often), but each failure
helped me get closer to where I am today. If you
haven’t failed at anything yet, you’re still stuck
in your comfort zone. The interesting part is that
the rest of your life happens outside that zone.

Be Patient
As a 20-year-old who was already working
in the entertainment industry, I always hated to
hear these words. Every time I complained to
someone older that I wasn’t getting the flowers I
thought I deserved for my work, they’d say, “just
be patient.”
When I started working, I thought I would be
rich by now. I had this vision of myself driving
this badass Audi and living in a huge penthouse
apartment in one of these highrises on Bourdilon
road. The reality, however, is a bit different.
About five years after starting my first job, it’s
only now that my dream apartment (not the
penthouse) is within reach. BIG, AMBITIOUS
GOALS REQUIRE TIME – And I’m just getting
started.
Be Impatient
Yes, I know what I said earlier. You should be
patient – Regardless, you should also be impatient. Where you should be patient with your results, you should be impatient with your actions.
What does this mean? Get after your goals and
dreams with speed and power. Don’t wait for it
to magically appear on your doorstep. Don’t accept inaction. Don’t accept lousy excuses.
Exercise Is A Cheat Code For Happiness And
Success
Before being devoted to exercising, I always
heard working out would change my life. I
found this to be completely and absolutely true.
Exercise is one thing that grounds me, revitalises me, gives me energy, and inspires me. I’m
mad about something? I exercise. I’m sad about
something else? I exercise. Looking for new
and fresh ideas? It comes to me in the middle of
exercising or in the bathroom after a great workout session. It has also been incredibly helpful
for stress management. For 24, I want to add
higher-intensity workouts to my routine. Slowly
I’m realising it takes my body being completely
exhausted to suppress my inner restlessness.
Move your body! The brain chemical payout you
get instantaneously makes it more than worth it.
Everything In Life Is A Choice
Everything in our lives is a reflection of a
choice we (or someone else) made at one point
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people who might never get it.
No Such Thing As Luck
I used to think you had to be lucky to make it
in life. That someone would magically discover
you, and that would make you rich. I’ve come
to understand that luck is a numbers game – it’s
mostly about manually increasing probability.
For example, if you write 200 articles, chances
are much greater that one will go viral than when
you write only 10. From the outside, this seems
like you got lucky, but you know it was simply
an inevitable result from increasing your output.
Thomas Jefferson put it rightly; “I am a great
believer in luck, and I find the harder I work, the
more I have of it.”
You’re Asking Yourself The Wrong Question
From a young age, we’re bombarded with the
question, “What do you want to be when you
grow up?” Therefore, we tend to ask ourselves
this question often throughout our lives as well.
Yet, it’s the wrong question to ask. Instead, ask
yourself, “What type of life do I want to live?”
Life is not all about work. Therefore, the starting
point should be to clarify within yourself the type
of life you want to live. Then match your work
according to this lifestyle. For example, if you
want a life where you determine your schedule
and can travel the world, starting an online business is likely a better idea than becoming an
accountant.

Be The Light You Want To See In The World
I constantly tell myself this – especially on the
days when I may not be in the best of moods. Of
course, it is easier said than done, but can you
imagine what the world would be if everyone
actually followed the golden rule?

Fail, fail again, fail forward, but don’t stop failing
till you get it right – There’s a lesson somewhere
in there for you.
There Are Two Sides To Every Situation
We tend to receive information only from one
point of view. But it takes two to dance, and
in social dynamics, we must understand both
sides to have a complete picture. It’s already
happened to me countless times – It has probably happened to you as well. Someone misinterprets another person or situation and then relays
the wrong information. Once that happens, it’s
easy to take sides and dismiss any information
that goes against that initial intake. There are
always two sides to a story. Look for the second
one first before making conclusions.
Find Your Tribe
Not everyone will understand your lifestyle,
dreams, or views – and that’s perfectly okay.
You’re not made for everyone to like or understand you.
Instead, find your tribe. Connect with likeminded people who understand what you’re
about and who key into your dreams and vision.
Spend more time finding a positive support
system and spend less time trying to convince
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much faster; it saves you hours daily. Then, you
can use this free time to do whatever you like. It
makes more sense, right?

theayolawal@gmail.com
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Comparison Will Only Rob You Of Joy
When we compare our lives to those of
people, we know nothing about – or even those
we do know – we distract ourselves from the
beauty of our own. It’s much more productive to
count your blessings. Furthermore, when you
dig a little deeper into these lives, you realise
they’re not as perfect. Nonetheless, the fault in
someone else’s life shouldn’t be the reason you
see the beauty in yours. You should be happy
and content regardless of what your neighbour
has or doesn’t. Of course, it’s not as easy –
especially when you have people’s lives literally
on your palm. But remember, people only share
what they want you to see.
There Is Power In Being Vulnerable
For a long time, I thought that being vulnerable
made you weak – Showing people your flaws
made you less of a Man. This was until I fully
grasped that vulnerability is what gives way to
the deep connections we all crave. Being honest
and open with others can seem unsettling initially, but the healing powers of vulnerability are
entirely too meaningful to withhold. You never
know who you can touch or inspire through your
own vulnerability and vice versa.
The Learning Never Stops
So far, this year has been packed with so
many lessons. So many beautiful moments of
love and success. So many humbling and embarrassing failures. Yet as much as I’ve learned,
I’ve barely even scratched the surface of all the
experiences life will share with me. I definitely
don’t know it all – Life will humble me again and
again.
But, even with that in mind, I’m looking forward to the humbling, looking forward to the
failure, looking forward to all of the lessons 24
will have in store. Time is a gift and getting older
is a privilege. Here’s to the pursuit of living and
learning!
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HOW TO LOOK RICH ON A BUDGET

DESIGN

Sometimes don’t you wonder how some people always look a million bucks, and you never can replicate the look?!
We all know that one person that turns heads when they walk into a room, leaving a trail of expensive perfume,
nails well-manicured, a crisp white shirt and accessories that bling just right that you can almost swear that it’s
diamonds. Today is your lucky day if you have been trying to nail this look because, in this article, I will be giving
secret tips on how to look very expensive without breaking the bank.

TAKE A TRIP TO
PRINT-LOVERS PARADISE
WITH YESIDE LAGUDA’S DAWN

I

By Usiade Isioma

f you are one of those fashion lovers always looking for an opportunity to infuse bold and
colourful prints into your wardrobe, then Yeside Laguda’s latest collection was created just
for you.
This latest collection from the eponymous women’s brand, titled “Dawn”, boasts a wide offering both in fabrics and styles.
The collection was inspired by new beginnings and breaking frontiers. Creative Director, Yeside Laguda, describes the pieces in Dawn as “an embodiment of the Yeside Laguda woman;
feminine, bold and confident. Like Dawn, she is the appearance of light.
Yeside Laguda is a Lagos-based clothing and lifestyle brand that encapsulates the beauty of
African culture through its pieces while having sustainability and women empowerment at its
heart.

By Funke Babs-Kufeji

SKIP THE LOGOS
Though some luxury and highend brands may sometimes place
large crests or logos on their
clothes, you should avoid wearing
such pieces.Why? Because the
best brands have distinct styles
that separates them from other
labels. This distinct styles and cuts
speak to their affluent buyers who
can tell what brand they are.
Big logos make outfits look
cheap, so avoid big logos if you
want to look rich. Showing off
logos makes you look like you are
trying too hard. Go for logo free
clothes and accessories to create
the rich look. Clothes of mysterious
origins, rather than the ones emblemed can give off the rich Aunty
or Uncle Vibe.
QUALITY NOT QUANTITY
I totally understand if you want
to get dressed within a budget
but being on a budget is never an
excuse to buy clothes of inferior
qualities. To be frank a wardrobe
with 10 quality pieces is better
than a wardrobe pouring out with
tasteless crappy clothes. Invest in
quality clothes from natural sustainable fabrics that last a lifetime. Also
remember that trends come and
go so never buy clothes to keep
up with the trend they will quickly
become obsolete in your wardrobe.
Invest in quality, classic and versatile pieces always as a rule when
you go shopping.
TAILOR YOUR CLOTHES
In most cases wearing clothes
that are too big or too small
screams lack of taste or lack of
resources. So always make sure
you wear clothes that sit just right
on you. If you have got pieces
that don’t quite fit right get them
tailored. Well fitted clothes that fit
your form and flatters your body
are a sign of great taste, class and
wealth.

CARE FOR YOUR CLOTHES
Messy is not a sign of wealth so
make sure your clothes are always
clean and tidy. Wash clothes according to their instructions.
STEP OUT IN STATEMENT
SHOES
Leather shoes, bags and purse
create an aura of wealth, you can’t
walk around in dusty cheap shoes
and look rich and you also don’t
have to break the bank to buy
nice leather shoes. Spend a little
more on your shoes when you put
together your rich look.

WEAR STYLISH JEWELLRY
Your choice of jewelry can either
make or break your outfit. Too little
can make you look like you are
struggling and too much will make
you look like a poseur. The right
amount of jewelry will give off the
image you are trying to project. If
you can’t afford the real deal go
for unbranded watches and jewelry and pair them with polished
leather.
Fake pearls are hard to identify
so opt for them instead of fake
diamonds. Also keep in mind that
bold and usual pieces make you
stand out so lean towards those.
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styles and hair dyes that suit you
skin tone. If your crowning glory
isn’t right you will look washed out
and this won’t give off the rich vibe
same thing with your makeup keep
it natural and light.

SMELL LIKE MONEY
Smell can tell a lot about a person. Now the trick is to smell good
enough to leave your whiff when
you leave the room not choke, them
with your smell. Get a signature
perfume or cologne that commands
an elegant personality. This is key
to being perceived as rich. COLLEC-

TION OF AFFORDABLE PERFUMES

PUT IN CHECK YOUR CROWNING GLORY AND MAKEUP
Make sure you get your hair done
professionally cut by a barber or
style by a hair stylist. This way your
hair cut or hairdo last longer and
you save money. Also stick to hair

RAYA JEWELERY

EDUCATE YOURSELF ON
STYLE
I’m sure if you are reading this
article then you most times have
important places and people to
meet so looking the part for different occasion is important. Learn
to create unique styles for different occasions. Learn how to wear
a black dress right, learn when to
button down a dinner jacket and
when not to, learn the tips and
trick of wear scarfs and ties and
with all these useful knowledges
you definitely can’t go wrong
on the rich baddy vibe. FASHION
BOOKS

POWEDE AWUJO
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